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Abstract—Unmanned Aerial Vehicular (UAV) networks
extend wireless access for devices without infrastructure
coverage, and also help establish a connectivity back-
bone during military reconnaissance and disaster events.
This paper focuses on the design of a resilient end-
to-end connectivity paradigm under unique architectural
and scenario assumptions. First, the UAVs themselves are
equipped with multiple interfaces that use standardized
protocols, with associated variation in data throughout,
range, and bit error rates. Second, there may be adversarial
agents seeking to disrupt connectivity through targeted
jamming in 3D spaces. Third, we assume an overlay
software defined control plane, where the UAVs function
as software switches, able to execute forwarding commands
and determine preferred routes under controller directives.
Our proposed approach devises metrics that influence the
choice of the wireless interface and weights edges formed
between UAV pairs. Further, it also uses a multi-layer
graph model and creates maximally separated paths in 3D
space to ensure resiliency to jamming. Simulation results
conducted for urban scenarios reveal 34% improvement in
enhanced resiliency for end-to-end outages by trading off
12% increase in latency over competing approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned aerial vehicular (UAV) networks are poised

to usher in new economic opportunities in a number of

industry sectors, aside of deployment in public safety,

disaster management and defense applications. Timely

delivery of data is the primary objective in UAV opera-

tions. In such cases, they may coordinate their positions

to form a 3D mesh network, where UAVs forward traffic

to next neighbor, ultimately forming a route to the

sink or base station. Such a forwarding action becomes

complicated when multiple different wireless interfaces

are present. In this paper, we assume that each UAV

has three interfaces/standards- LTE direct, 802.11ac and

802.11ad. Which interface to select given geographic

separation, possibility of occlusion of the line of sight,

and their respective advantages in supporting high data

rate, low link latency, and wide coverage area is an open

challenge. Adversarial jamming involves emitting high

power beams that blanket out all RF communication is

a given area. This can cause catastrophic interruption

to a UAV network if multiple UAVs are affected by
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the jamming beams. One way to counter this effect is

by distributing data forwarding routes through multiple

different combinations of UAVs, with as much geograph-

ical separation as possible between the UAVs belonging

to two different paths. This problem has been explored

in a different context in terrestrial networks [1], where

a multi-path Internet routing algorithm for connecting

Internet service provider backbones is devised using a

metric that measures physical diversity of the paths. Such

redundant paths provide reliability for sudden loss of

end-to-end (e2e) connectivity resulting from a node fail-

ure. However, simply calculating various disjoint paths

is not an effective solution to capture dynamic 3D nature

of UAV networks where the routes defined for a specific

e2e connection may be affected by a common jamming

source because of the spatial proximity of the paths. This

condition nullifies the advantage of multi-path routing.

In this paper, we propose a routing framework that en-

ables resilient communication through paths determined

by a software defined network (SDN) controller. Using

inputs like location and channel availability and with the

awareness of the topological map of the environment, the

controller builds a connectivity graph for the network.

Each pair of UAVs is assigned a connectivity layer if

their locations and positions allow the use of one of

radio access technologies (RAT). The controller then

runs multiple iterations of a shortest path algorithm for

UAVs while ensuring every successive route discovered

is composed of UAVs that have not yet participated in

previous explored routes, and also spatially separated

in space. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first study on a resilient multi-path routing framework

specifically for software defined (SD)-UAV networks.

The main contributions of this paper include the fol-

lowing: (i) a SD-UAV network architecture that allows

selection among different classes of wireless standards

such as LTE, 802.11ad, 802.11ac, (ii) a resiliency multi-

path routing that minimizes the impact to UAVs under

jamming events, and (iii) a multi-layer graph model and

a centralized routing protocol that combines (i) and (ii).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related

work is given in sec. II. The routing framework and the

performance evaluation are explained in sec. III and sec.

IV respectively. We conclude the paper in sec. V.978-1-5386-3531-5/17/$31.00 © 2017 IEEE
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Fig. 1: Proposed SD-UAV network architecture

II. RELATED WORK

While there are various studies on e2e routing for

ad hoc and vehicular networks, UAV networks are still

in a nascent stage with many open challenges [2]. At

a general level, neither resiliency of the network nor

the implementation of software-defined approaches to

UAV networks has been covered so far in the published

literature. [3] proposes a speed-aware routing algorithm

that is applied in context of high speed UAVs. This

algorithm focuses on calculating optimal paths among

UAVs using a traditional networking approach by esti-

mating single-interface link conditions over the network.

In [4], the network layer challenges of UAV networks

in traffic surveillance applications are addressed, where

UAVs receive control instructions from a base station and

send back the images, video, and data that require high-

bandwidth, asymmetric data communications. Bekmezci

et al. [5] classify the multi-UAV system as flying ad-

hoc network with the understanding such a network has

different characteristics from classical ad-hoc networks

in term of node mobility, node density, frequency of

topology change, radio propagation, and communication

challenges. These are the specific considerations that also

motivate our own work.

III. RESILIENT ROUTING PROTOCOL FRAMEWORK

The proposed routing framework resides at the soft-

ware controller and consists of four different modules:

(i) data acquisition, (ii) estimate transmission time (ETT)

calculation, (iii) graph modeling, and (iv) multi-path

determination as shown in Fig. 1.

A. Data Acquisition via OpenFlow

We assume that each UAV forms a packet which holds

its location information [X,Y, Z] and its available radio

interfaces [Il, Iac, Iad] and, forwards this packet using

flooding through a dedicated control channel over the

network. Thus, the software controller acquires neces-

sary information in order to model the dynamic data

plane. This module creates distance matrix (D) which

holds the distance between every UAV pairs in the net-

work and forwards this matrix to the next module. Here,

we assume data plane at software controller periodically

collect information through a dedicated control channel

and do not create an extra flooding overhead within the

routing algorithm.

OpenFlow v1.5 is used as south-bound API of SD-

UAV network and OpenDayLight is used as the main

controller. Experimenter messages are utilized to forward

the location and active RAT information from SD-UAVs

to the controller and group table capabilities are utilized

for implementing multi-path routing protocols to orches-

trate flow entries over OpenFlow capable SD-UAVs. The

flow tables and the related group action buckets are con-

figured by Modify State messages from the controller.

A flow entry is implemented for each e2e connection

and their actions are set as “go to group table” where

groups tables hold the information of multi-path routing

configuration. To this end, Mininet v2.1.0 is used to val-

idate the flow table entries and the matching mechanism.

Since Mininet does not support various RATs, the per-

formance of the proposed framework is evaluated with

a specific software written in Java. Further detail about

the simulation is given in Section IV. OpenFlow group

tables support set of actions for multipath forwarding.

Hence, the calculated multi-path routes are implemented

by using fast failure recovery group tables in which each

diverse route is defined as a action bucket. Thus, when

a link fails in an e2e connection, a UAV is capable of

choosing an alternative route that is already defined as a

different action bucket without consulting the controller

to avoid outage.

B. Estimated Transmission Time Calculation

ETT is a function of packet error rate (PER) and

data rate of radio access technology. First, the expected

transmission count (ETX) is calculated as ETX =
1/(1− PER). This is used as an input in the calculation

of ETT as: ETT = ETX(L/R), where L is the size of the

packet and R is the data rate [6]. Following list explains

the methodology to calculate the ETT for each RAT:

• 802.11ad: We estimate bit error rate (BER) as

well as data rate using Modulation Coding Scheme

(MCS) and SNR for IEEE 802.11ad as shown in [7]

to calculate ETT. Given the BER, we estimate PER and



then ETX. Furthermore, we consider 802.11ad with a

single carrier modulation (CS) and OFDM modulation.

The OFDM modulation and coding schemes that are

used are SQPSK, QPSK, and 16-QAM. The 64-QAM

ranging is from MCS 13 to MCS 24, which are supposed

to allow very high throughput and reach the maximum

announced data rate of 6.76 Gbps [8].

• LTE: First, the Block Error Rate (BLER) is cal-

culated based on SNR, modulation and coding rate to

determine the ETT in LTE. [9]. The multipath fading

channel is used for a vehicle scenario, which is called

extended vehicular a model (EVA) with the 2x2 MIMO

configuration. Since data rate impacts the ETT, we

choose the approach in [10] to do calculations according

to the MCS and bits per symbol. Since release 8, LTE

supports the QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM modulation

schemes. We determine the bits carrying capacity per

symbol for each modulation. The throughput of LTE is

calculated as the resulting symbols per second. Thus,

depending on a number of bits represented by the

symbol, the data rate in bits per second is obtained [11].

• 802.11ac: We perform simulations in MATLAB to

calculate ETT for 802.11ac with 8 spatial streams and

160 MHz channel bandwidth. The simulation covers

SNR values from 11 to 50. PER is calculated for different

MCSs based on SNR. Lastly, the data rate is calculated

accordingly MCS index for 802.11ac1.

TABLE I: ETT/ETX for wireless standards at distance

0.5km and coding rate of 3/4 and target SNR = 22

Standard Freq. Mod. Rate ETX ETT
(GHz) (Mbps) (µs)

802.11ad 60 64QAM 6237 1.06 5.4697
LTE 2.69 64QAM 302.4 1.01 26.69

802.11ac 5 QPSK 1404 1.08 20.05

Table I represents the ETT/ETX for a scenario where the

distance and the noise level for each of RATs is assumed

to equal to 0.5 Km, -93 dB respectively. First, the free

space path loss is calculated, and then the tx power is

set to achieve the required SNR. Finally, ETX and ETX

is calculated according to the modulation and the coding

rate of each technology with respect to the defined SNR.

C. Multi-layer Graph Modeling

This module first creates a simple graph G(V,E)
where vertices (V ) and edge (E) represent UAVs and the

connections between UAVs respectively, as shown in Fig.

2a. Then, this graph is transformed into a multi-layered

graph [12] G′(V ′, E′) where each layer represents radio

interfaces and links between UAVs in the specific RAT.

The layered graph contains horizontal and vertical edges.

The horizontal edges represent the physical data-link of

a given UAV with others in the same RAT and shows the

reachability between UAVs using that RAT. The vertical

edges belonging to the same physical UAV represent

1http://mcsindex.com/ accessed on Apr, 2017
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Fig. 2: Illustration of an exemplary graph transformation.
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delay caused by the switching radio interfaces. Thus,

formally, sets V ′ and E′ are2:
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In the graph G′(V ′, E′), the weight of every horizontal

edge is defined with their ETT. A graph transformation

example is given in Fig. 2 for a network that contains 5

UAVs with three different RATs. The uncoupled repre-

sentation of links that connect the same UAV with differ-

ent wireless access technologies provides an important

advantage while calculating diverse multi-path routes as

explained in the following subsection.

D. End-to-End Resilient Multi-path Routing

In the last module, physically diverse paths are cal-

culated within the graph G′ to provide resilient e2e

communication. The modified Dijkstra algorithm with

2
l, ac and ad stand for LTE-direct, 802.11ac and 802.11ad resp.



vertex splitting method [13] is utilized to determine

various diverse paths between any pair. While this algo-

rithm is able to determine optimal disjoint multi-paths

between two nodes, spatially distributed interference

may still disrupt the communication of the vertices on

disjoint paths. An example scenario for two disjoint

routes is given in figure 3. While these routes do not

share common a vertex/UAV, when the communication

ranges of the UAVs are taken into consideration, there

can be still intersecting volumes in the actual 3D-space.

Any unexpected interferer or other noise source which

resides or is effective in the intersecting volume is

capable of disrupting the communication for both routes

concurrently. Thus, e2e communication may fail even

when it contains disjoint multi-path routes. To address

this concern, we refine our formulation to include an

additional constraint beyond solely minimizing the path

delay to determine optimal disjoint routes. Specifically,

we aim to provide disjoint paths where even spherical

volumes representing the transmission range of the nodes

on these paths preferably do not intersect or at least

are kept below a defined threshold (Tr). The following

equation defines the optimization problem that captures

the aforementioned constraint:

min(
∑

k∈[1,K]

i<|pk|
∑

i=1

w(< pk(i), pk(i+ 1) >))

s.t.
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≤ Tr

∀m,n ∈ [1, K], m 6= n ⇒ pm ∩ pn = ∅

(3)

where Tr is the pre-defined threshold for intersecting

volumes between paths, Pij is the set of possible paths

between UAVi and UAVj , function w states the weight

of the edge between two vertices, function V represents

the intersecting volume between two UAVs and K is the

number of paths defined between each pair within the

data plane. Lastly, pi defines the ordered set of vertices

for a path and pi(u) gives the uth vertex on the path.

Since the behavior of the objective function significantly

varies based on the random attributes of the data plane

such as 3D coordinates and active RATs of UAVs, the

solution space of the given problem grows exponentially

with the number of UAVs. Hence, a heuristic approach

is proposed to achieve suboptimal solutions by utilizing

scalable algorithms. This heuristic is used to multiply

the weight of the edges which have intersecting volumes

with the ones on the shortest path (or a different chosen

path) before calculating an additional e2e route. Thus,

the heuristic forces the algorithm to choose distant edges

without intersection.

DMij = 1 + γe
1− V

Vjk (4)

Algorithm 1 Multi-path Routing Algorithm

1: function CALCULATEMULTIPATH( Graph G′, K, UAV source,destination)
2: Define an empty List Paths to store result
3: for (i=1; i≤K; i++) do

4: Calculate shortest path btwn source and destination with Dijkstra3

5: if List Paths is not empty then ⊲ Check Tr constraint
6: Calculate overall intersection volume with the Path p

7: if calculated volume > Tr then

8: Re-initiate the algorithm with greater γ coefficient

9: Include the calculated Path p to List Paths

10: Replace all edges on p with arcs of negative weight and direction
⊲ Vertex Splitting Method [13]

11: Replace vertices on p with two and connect with 0-weighted arc
12: for all UAV ∈ Path p do ⊲ apply heuristic
13: if There is intersecting volume in range with another UAV then

14: Update the weight of edges for the specific RAT on the p

15: Post-process List Paths to acquire disjoint paths

where Vjk is the intersecting volume of ranges between

UAVj and UAVk, V is the maximum volume of the

spherical range of an UAV, γ is a coefficient to tune the

Delay Multiplier (DM) in the algorithm (see Alg. 1). The

algorithm calculates K number of disjoint paths within

the given graph G′ for a pair of UAVs. Thus, the given

algorithm runs for every UAV pair in the data-plane in-

dividually. In this manner, the shortest path is calculated

first between pre-defined source and destination UAVs.

Then, the vertex splitting method is applied [13] before

rerunning the shortest path algorithm to determine an

additional path. After the updating the graph with vertex

splitting, we apply the heuristic to multiply the weight of

the other links that have intersection volumes with the

ones already in the path. Then, the algorithm repeats

the steps explained above to calculate an additional

path. Lastly, the algorithm controls the volume constraint

defined in the second constraint in (3) after a new path

is calculated. If the calculated paths do not satisfy the

constraint, the algorithm re-initiates itself with a greater

γ variable to boost the effect of the heuristic in (4).

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The routing algorithm and the simulation are written

in Java by using JDK version 1.8 and Graphstream

library v1.34. With K as the number of diverse paths

between UAV pairs, the traditional shortest-path algo-

rithm K=1, and optimal multi-path algorithms for K=2

and K=3 are compared with the proposed routing frame-

work, K=2-w.H. and K=3-w.H. where the postfix w.H.
specifies the use of our heuristic.

A. Network Connectivity Evaluation

We conduct a simple analysis to demonstrate the ad-

vantages of utilizing multiple RATs. The e2e latency and

network connectivity are measured under three different

RAT configurations, such as using only 802.11ad, using

only LTE and randomly selecting access technology,

where all RATs available. (K=1), (K=2) and (K=3)

methods are used to determine average e2e latency

3Simple variation of Dijkstra algorithm that work with graphs that
include arcs with negative weights [13].

4http://graphstream-project.org/ accessed on Apr, 2017
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Fig. 4: Evaluation results of the proposed SD-UAV network and multi-path routing algorithm

in a static network topology with 30-UAVs. Algebraic

connectivity [14], i.e., the second smallest eigenvalue

of the Laplacian matrix, is utilized to measure the

connectivity of the graph. As seen in Fig. 4a, using

only 802.11ad offers best e2e latency performance while

providing the least network connectivity. On the other

hand, utilizing all possible RATs drastically improves the

network connectivity while reduction in the e2e latency

as a result of its random RAT selection policy.

B. End-to-End Resiliency Evaluation

In this evaluation, a UAV-network is created with

uniformly distributed 100 UAVs within 1 km3 space.

According to this data plane configuration, e2e routes

are determined and set for every-pair of UAVs in the

network. Then, an interferer is created with a random

coordination and its effect on the e2e connections is

evaluated to measure the resiliency of the network. Fig.

4b shows the comparison of the proposed routing algo-

rithm with traditional shortest-path routing algorithms.

200-trails are run for each scenario with various number

of interfering sources on the x-axis and the average

e2e outage rates are given on y-axis. We observe that

the utilization of the proposed heuristic improves the

performance in terms of e2e outage ratio when there are

various interferers in the data plane. However, since the

number of interferers increases, the routing algorithms

converge to a state where all e2e connections fail.

C. End-to-End Delay Evaluation
Here, we analyze how average e2e delays of the

determined routes change based on the number of UAVs

in the network. Nine different topologies are created, of

sizes varying from 20 UAVs to 180 UAVs . Topologies

consisting of increasing number of UAVs are composed

as super-sets of the previous ones. As seen in Fig. 4c, the

best performance is achieved by the traditional shortest

path algorithm, since it only focuses on calculating

optimal paths in terms of e2e delay. Moreover, the

calculated routes with the use of our heuristic performs

slightly worse in terms of delay contributed by lines (13-

14) in Algorithm 1. In these lines, weights of adjacent

links to the shortest path are multiplied to avoid their

selection in the path, thereby trading off latency with

the goal of improving resiliency.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel routing framework

for SD-UAV networks that determines multiple disjoint

routes for a given source-destination pair in order to

improve resiliency of the network. To this end, our

proposed resiliency metric combined with the heuristic

method reduced the outage rate of end-to-end connec-

tions in the presence of interferers. Finally, we showed

that the proposed framework performs better in terms of

end-to-end outage with slight degradation in end-to-end

delay, when compared to traditional algorithms.
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